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Abstract
In order to realize the process of textile fabric sales, textile fabric sales companies accurately retrieve the fabrics that meet the requirements
from the massive textile fabric image database in order to meet the buyer’s requirements for fabrics. At the same time, in order to overcome the
shortcomings of traditional image retrieval methods, which need to label and save a large number of text tags, and if the data set is too large, it is
impossible to mark the images one by one. In this paper, five content- based image retrieval algorithms are used in textile fabric image retrieval.
Three of them are based on traditional feature engineering and two are retrieval methods based on neural network feature extraction. In order
to get algorithms with high accuracy and meet the requirements of textile fabric image retrieval, the experimental results of these algorithms are
compared. The results show that the neural network model based on deep learning has good stability and accuracy in the process of textile fabric
retrieval and has certain practical value and research significance for textile fabric image retrieval.
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Introduction
Background
Textile fabrics are the main resource for the production and development of the textile industry, and the image is the main presentation form of textile fabrics. In the process of transactions between
buyers and sellers, due to the huge number of sample images in the
fabric image library, how to accurately extract the fabric information that users really need from the massive inventory has become
a problem faced by all manufacturers and sellers. Whether it is in
pattern design, inventory management, or material procurement,
judging whether the textile fabric pattern already exists, and the
specific inventory location, are inseparable from image retrieval technology. Therefore, how to accurately retrieve textile fabric
images from the massive image database has become a research
hotspot. At present, there are two general methods for textile fabric
image retrieval. One is Text-Based Image Retrieval (TBIR), which
carries out semantic matching through text description of textile
fabric image. The other is Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR),

which extracts features from the color and texture of the image and
achieve “search for images with images”.

The work of this paper

Because in the retrieval by text search for images, the expression
ability of keywords is limited, and it is powerless for some details
and features that are difficult to describe. The traditional retrieval
by text search method requires tags and saves a large number of
text tags, so it is only suitable for Small data set, if the data set is too
large, the images cannot be labeled one by one. Therefore, this paper applies five kinds of content-based image retrieval technology
in textile fabric image retrieval. Three of them belong to the traditional feature engineering methods, which take color feature, shape
feature and texture feature as entry points, and two are based on
neural networks.
The feature extraction methods are vgg16 model and convolutional autoencoder. Use these five methods as the feature extraction
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module to build an image feature database for the textile fabric image database. Extract features from the fabric image to be retrieved
and construct the same feature vector. Finally, the retrieval module is designed, including similarity measurement criteria, sorting,
searching, and returning results with higher similarity. The experimental results of these five methods are compared to obtain a retrieval algorithm with higher accuracy.

Purpose and significance

Textile fabrics are the main resource for the production and
development of the textile industry. There are thousands of data
flows every day. Therefore, it is extremely important for textile
fabric sales companies to accurately extract the fabrics users really need from the massive inventory. This paper takes the textile
fabric which is more important in the textile sales industry as the
research object and introduces the content- based image retrieval
algorithm to realize the textile fabric image retrieval, and to find an
effective search method for the large-scale textile fabric image data.
Because the color and texture of textile fabrics are more complex,
the visual dimension is also relatively high, plus a huge amount of
data. Therefore, the in-depth study of image retrieval technology
can not only promote the development of textile fabric sales field,
but also strengthen the research progress in the field of computer
vision and information retrieval, which has certain research value.

Related Work

Mode of feature engineering
Traditional image retrieval methods need to use BOW, VLAD, FV
and other encoding methods to encode image features. The extracted image features are generally hand-designed features, including
global features such as color, texture, and shape, and features that
represent local information.
Color features: There are statistical methods, segmentation
methods and cluster analysis methods to extract color features
[1]. The classic color features include color moments, color histograms, color aggregation vectors, etc., and many researchers have
improved on these color features.

Texture features: Texture characteristics can distinguish
differences in fabrics, including patterns, fabric roughness, and
smoothness. There are three main methods of texture feature analysis: statistical method, model analysis method and spectrum modeling method [2]. The classical statistical methods are gray-level
co-occurrence matrix (GCM) and local binary patterns (LBP). The
gray-level co-occurrence matrix method mainly describes texture
features through the correlation of image gray-level space; LBP
method mainly obtains texture features by comparing the size of
center LBP Operator and neighborhood LBP Operator. The statistical method is simple to implement and has a relatively strong generalization ability, but it does not consider the global information
of the image. The classic model analysis methods include Markov
random field model and autoregressive model. The model analysis
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method believes that the image texture is subject to a certain model distribution, so the method is mainly to learn the model distribution parameters. Spectrum modeling method is mainly used to
extract texture features by analyzing the local area of the image in
time domain and frequency domain. The classical methods include
Gabor transform and wavelet transform [3].

Shape features: The extraction of image shape features is
mainly divided into two categories: one is to extract the outline
boundary information of the overall image; the methods are based
on the Laplacian method and the canny operator method; the other
is the region-based shape feature extraction method.

Local features: Generally, global features are used for retrieval,
and the accuracy rate is not high, and local features can be used
for better retrieval. Commonly used local features include HOG features, SIFT features and so on [4]. Sivic and Zisserman used BOW to
encode the extracted features. Bossard, et al. proposed to use HOG,
LBP and other features for fusion, and use machine learning methods such as SVM, random forest, etc. to classify clothing. Yi Yang et
al. proposed to use the joint position feature of human body pose
estimation for retrieval.

The way of neural network
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a very important deep
network in the current deep learning algorithm. Because it can directly operate on the input image, the application range is becoming wider. CNN can be seen as a multi-layer perceptron structure
with hidden layers. Compared with other network structures, CNN
introduces convolutional layer and pooling layer. Among them, the
convolutional layer is used to extract features of the input image,
and the pooling layer is mainly to aggregate the features extracted by the convolutional layer. Convolutional neural networks have
the characteristics of local perception, that is, different convolution
kernels perform feature convolution on different parts of the image,
and different local perceptions share parameters. Another feature
of CNN is parameter sharing. CNN generally includes input layer,
convolutional layer, pooling layer, fully connected layer, and output
layer, and the convolutional layer is followed by pooling layer.
Auto-Encoder (AE) is a neural network structure with multiple
hidden layers. Unlike traditional neural networks, auto-encoders
can automatically learn the inherent dependencies of data and extract feature data in an unsupervised way. The principle of autoencoder is not complicated, and it can be understood as a system that
tries to restore the original input.

The autoencoder is mainly composed of two parts, encoding
part and decoding part. The encoding part of the autoencoder maps
the input data to the feature space, and the decoding part maps the
encoded data in the feature space back to the original sample space.
The training process of the autoencoder is to find the optimal network parameters to make the decoded data approximate the input
data to the greatest extent. Since the acquisition of decoded data
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depends on the encoded data, to achieve the effect of the decoded
data approaching the input data, it is necessary to grasp the internal
distribution mode of the input data during encoding. This process
does not care about the type of sample data at all. Therefore, for the
autoencoder, we do not care about what the output is. The encoded
data output by the encoding part is what we really need, which is
the feature extracted by the autoencoder. It can be seen that the essence of autoencoder training is an unsupervised feature learning.
Since the autoencoder-based deep learning method was proposed, it has received extensive attention from scholars due to its
excellent feature learning ability and simple model foundation. A
variety of improvement methods have appeared on the original basis, such as Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) proposed by LeCun, et al.
[5]; Denoise Auto- Encoder (DAE) proposed by Bengio, et al. [6,7];
Contractive Auto-Encoder (CAE) proposed by Salah Rifai et al. [8]
(Figure 1).

Experimental scheme design
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Experiment
Experimental environment
The experimental platform is Collaboratory, based on the Keras
deep learning framework, with Tensor flow as the backend. Tensor flow is a deep learning platform launched by Google. Its bottom
layer is implemented in C++ language and the upper layer is packaged in Python. Its flexible and easy-to-use front-end language is
very convenient for building complex algorithm models, and its distributed architecture can make the training and execution of deep
learning models more efficient [9,10].

Pre-training data: For the Vgg16 model, the Fashion-MNIST data
set is used for training. Fashion-MNIST is a clothing image data set
released by the German research organization Zalando Research,
which contains 60,000 training samples and 10,000 test samples,
including 10 category labels: T-shirts, pants, pullovers, skirts, coats,
sandals, shirts, sneakers, bags, ankle boots [11].

Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on feature engineering:

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of autoencoder structure.

Figure 2: Original textile fabric image.

Figure 3: Component histogram.
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Figure 4: Component graph.

Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on color histogram. For
textile fabric image retrieval based on color histogram, first extract
the color histogram of textile fabric from the textile fabric image
database, and save the extracted features, that is, the establishment
of the feature database. Extract the histograms on the R, G, and B
components of the fabric, and store the color histogram as the retrieved feature index in the corresponding database. After the query fabric image is input into the system, the color histogram of the
image is extracted, and then the extracted histogram is compared
with the histogram in the feature database to find several similar
color histograms, and finally return the corresponding similar image (Figures 2-4).

1.
Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on SIFT features.
The textile fabric image retrieval based on SIFT features is similar
to the textile fabric image retrieval based on color histograms. It
is necessary to extract the SIFT features of textile fabric images in
the database and save them as a feature database. The SIFT feature
mainly performs Gaussian filtering and down sampling on the part
of the image to achieve feature extraction. Judgment of Image similarity based on SIFT features is related to the number of matched
feature points, Therefore, the image feature library should contain
the number of SIFT features of each textile fabric image and the location of each feature point. When the user inputs the image to be
retrieved into the system, the textile fabric image with high matching degree can be found by matching the SIFT feature points of the
image to be retrieved and the SIFT feature points in the feature database [12-16].
The algorithm uses the DOG operator to establish the scale
space, and the algorithm definition is shown in the formula.

=
D( x, y, σ ) (G(x, y, σ 1 ) − G ( x, y, σ 2 ))*f(x, y)

(1)

2.
Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on Gabor wavelet
texture features. In the retrieval process, it is first necessary to use
Gabor wavelet to perform filtering operation on each image in the
textile fabric image library to obtain Gabor images, and then these
Gabor images are treated as texture features and stored in the feature database. When users retrieve images, the same operations are
performed on the input images, the same operation is performed
on the input image, and the obtained Gabor image is matched with
the Gabor image in the feature database, and the mean and variance
are used to determine whether the two images are similar [17,18].
The Gabor function g(x, y) can be defined by the following formula, sx and sy are the standard deviations on the two coordinate
axes respectively.

g=
( x, y )

 1 x2

1
y2
exp  − ( 2 + 2 ) + 2π jWx 
2πσ xσ y
 2 σ x σ y


(2)

Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on neural network
1.
Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on vgg16. The feature extraction network VGG-16 model used in the experiment is a
kind of deep convolutional neural network VGGNet. It is a classic
model composed of 16 layers of neural networks and uses weights
pre-trained by ImageNet. Using the idea of small core stacking,
3 × 3 small convolution cores and 2 × 2 maximum pooling layers
are stacked repeatedly, including 13 convolution layers and 3 full
connection layers. The input data of 224 *224* 3 are extracted by
multi-layer convolution and pooling. The overall structure is as follows (Figure 5):

Figure 5: Vgg16 structure diagram.
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Figure 6: Reconstruction graph.

The training of convolutional neural network needs a lot of label data, and the data samples of textile fabric images is limited.
Therefore, this section uses the vgg16 model trained on ImageNet,
and trains the model based on fashion MNIST data set, so that it has
a better recognition effect on textile fabric images which are similar
to clothing images, so as to achieve good retrieval results [19,20].

Each textile fabric image in the image database is input into the
trained vgg16, and the features of the following layers (Pool5, FC6
or FC7) are extracted and used as CNN feature database of textile
fabric images. Input the image to be retrieved into vgg16, extract
the features of the same layer as the image library, use cosine similarity to calculate the similarity between the retrieved image and
the textile fabric image in the image feature library, and return the
image with the smallest distance according to the demand, that is,
the most similar textile fabric image.
2.
Image retrieval of textile fabrics based on autoencoder.
The convolutional autoencoder used in the experiment introduces convolution and pooling operations on the basis of traditional
autoencoders to realize local receptive fields and weight sharing.
The architecture of convolutional autoencoder is similar to the autoencoder, and the mathematical calculation process is as follows:
For input single-channel input x, the formula for extracting feature maps through the number of k convolution kernels is as follows:

=
h k σ ( x *W k + b k )

(3)

Where σ represents the activation function, and ∗ represents
the convolution operation.

The reconstruction process uses the following formula:


=
y σ (∑ k∈H h k *W + c)

(4)

Where σ represents the activation function, h represents the


number of feature map groups, W represents the transposition of
the weight of the coding part, and C represents the bias. The loss
function generally uses the mean square error, the formula is as follows:

=
E (θ )

1
n
( xi − y i ) 2 (5)
∑
i =1
2n

Like other neural networks, the back-propagation algorithm is
used to calculate the gradient of the error function with respect to
the parameters. This can be easily obtained using convolution. The
formula is as follows:
(6)

Among them, δh and δy represents the features extracted by
the hidden layer and the result of reconstruction respectively.

First, the encoder accepts an input of 28×28×1, and then applies convolution, activation, and normalization twice. Each step
is 3×3. After the last normalization process, the obtained dimension7×7×64 is flattened to a vector of 3136, and the fully connected
layer is used as a potential space representation (Table 1).
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The decoder accepts the potential space representation output from the encoder, constructs a new 3136 full connection layer,
Change the dimension back to 7×7×64 format, and perform convolution, activation, and normalization again in the same way. The

convolution used here is to restore the original channel depth of
the image, and to change the dimensions of the image back to the
original size (Table 2).

Table 1: Encoder structure.

Model: encoder

Layer(type)

Output shape

Parm

Conv2d

(None,14,14,32)

320

Batch_normalization

(None,14,14,32)

128

Input_1

(None,28,28,1)

LeakyRelu

0

(None,14,14,32)

Conv2d_1

LeakyRelu_1

0

(None,7,7,64)

18496

(None,7,7,64)

256

(None,16)

50192

(None,7,7,64)

Batch_normalization_1
Flatten

0

(None,3136)

Dense

Table 2: Decoder structure.

0

Model: encoder
Layer(type)

Output shape

Parm

(None,3136)

53312

Conv2d_transpose

(None, 14,14,64)

36928

Batch_normalization_2

(None, 14,14,64)

Input_2

(None,16)

Dense_1

Reshape

0

(None,7,7,64)

LeakyRelu_2

0

(None, 14,14,64)

Conv2d_transpose_1
LeakyRelu_3

0

256

(None, 28,28,32)

18464

(None, 28,28,32)

128

(None, 28,28,1)

0

(None, 28,28,32)

Batch_normalization_3
Conv2d_transpose_2

0

(None, 28,28,1)

Activation

Table 3: Search results of five methods.

289

Precision

RGB
Sift

Gabor

Vgg16

ConvAutoencoder

Recall

Back to 10

Back to 20

Back to 10

Back to 20

53%

45%

3%

6%

39%
58%
90%
93%

After training the constructed autoencoder, the reconstruction image shows that our autoencoder is doing a good job in reconstructing the input image (Figure 6).

Using the trained automatic encoder to achieve image retrieval,
first of all, the images of the image database are sequentially input
to the autoencoder to construct the feature vector that generates
the index. These feature vectors represent the features of the image.
During the retrieval, the retrieved image is input, and the same fea-

36%
56%
82%
78%

2%
3%
4%
5%

4%
9%
8%

10%

ture vector is extracted. Compared with the data in the index database and return similar images through the result of the Euclidean
distance measurement [21-23].

Evaluation index

The evaluation of retrieval performance mainly includes retrieval accuracy, sorting effect and retrieval speed. The accuracy
rate reflects the performance of the feature extraction algorithm
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and the similarity matching algorithm, the ranking effect and retrieval speed reflect the image feature indexing effect and the complexity of the similarity matching algorithm. Since this article focuses on the performance and accuracy of the textile fabric image
retrieval process, the precision and recall indicators are used [24].
This article uses Precision and Recall evaluating the performance of textile fabric retrieval. Recall rate refers to the percentage of correct images in the query results returned by the retrieval
system to all correct images in the image database. The precision
rate has nothing to do with the number of images in the database, it
mainly refers to the correct rate of the retrieved images. The formula for calculating the precision rate and the recall rate is as follows.

NA
=
P
Χ100%
NB + N A

(7)
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=
R

NA
Χ100%
N A + NC

(8)

Among them, NA and NB respectively represent the number of
correct images and incorrect images in the returned images, and
NC represents the number of correct images that are not returned
in the image database.

Experimental results and analysis
Vgg16 training process: Figure 7

Autoencoder training process: Figure 8

In the figure above, it can be found that the loss value declined
faster in the first few times, and tended to be flat in the subsequent
times, indicating that the results of the experiment have stabilized
after multiple iterations.

Figure 7: vgg16 training process diagram.

Figure 8: Autoencoder training process diagram.
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The results of five retrieval algorithms were compared and analyzed (Table 3).
Compared with the image retrieval method of the traditional
feature engineering extraction algorithm based on the underlying
features, the textile fabric image retrieval based on neural network
has a significant improvement in precision and recall. When return-
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ing 10 images, the accuracy of color feature, shape feature and texture feature are 39%, 53% and 58%, the accuracy of convolutional
neural network and autoencoder is 90% and 93%. When returning
20 images, the accuracy of color feature, shape feature, and texture
feature are 36%, 45%, and 56%, while the accuracy of convolutional neural network and autoencoder are 82%, 78%. The precision
rate has been greatly improved (Figure 9).

Figure 9: P-R diagram of five kinds of image retrieval.

In terms of recall, combined with the trend of P-R line graph of
five image retrievals, as the number of similar images returned increases, the image retrieval method based on neural network is better than the image retrieval method based on the underlying feature as the extraction algorithm. The recall rate has also improved
significantly.

From the textile fabric image retrieval results, it can be seen that
the deep features extracted by the deep neural network can fully express the image compared to the underlying features such as color,
shape, and texture, and the retrieval effect is better. Of course, for all
different retrieval methods, the recall rate has increased while the
precision rate has a clear downward trend [25].

Conclusion

In order to accurately retrieve the fabrics that meet the requirements from the massive textile fabric image database, this paper
uses five content-based image retrieval algorithms to apply to the
textile fabric image retrieval. First of all, the current image retrieval
methods based on content-based feature extraction are summarized. Secondly, three image retrieval methods based on underlying
features are used, and two image retrieval methods based on neural
network feature extraction are used. The comparative analysis of
experimental results can prove that the method proposed in this
paper is feasible in practical applications. Compared with image retrieval based on low-level features, neural networks can better express image features, and at the same time avoid the subjectivity of
image identification based on text search. The experimental results

show that: (1) Compared with the image retrieval method based on
underlying features, the textile fabric image retrieval based on neural network has a significant improvement in precision and recall
and can achieve better retrieval results. (2) From the textile fabric
image retrieval results, it can be seen that the deep features extracted by the deep neural network can fully express the features of the
image compared to the underlying features such as color, shape,
and texture, so that the retrieval effect is better. (3) For all different
retrieval methods, the recall rate has increased while the precision
rate has a downward trend.
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